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Many of the difficulties involved in constructing correct parallel programs
arise from the fact that a parallel program can behave differently when executed
twice, even when the same input is used for both executions. There are nu-
merous sources for such nondeterminism in MPI programs: the execution steps
from the processes may be interleaved differently in time; a receive statement
using MPI_ANY_SOURCE may select a message from a different source; a call to
MPI_Waitany may select a different request for completion; a message sent by a
call to MPI_Send may be buffered in one execution while in the other the sender
is blocked until the message can be delivered synchronously. This nondetermin-
ism makes effective testing and debugging of MPI programs extremely difficult
and is one of the main reasons for the interest in formal verification methods,
such as model checking [2–9].

In theory, model checking techniques can be used to explore all nondeter-
ministic choices in a parallel program and to verify that the program will satisfy
user-specified correctness properties on all executions (or output a trace if a
property can be violated). In practice, however, there are many barriers to the
successful application of model checking to parallel programs, especially to MPI
programs. Among these is the fact that most model checking tools operate on
a model of the program, rather than on the program code itself. The model is
typically expressed in a low-level modeling language which has no notion of MPI
(or of many other common program constructs).

Promela, the input language for the widely-used model checker Spin [1],
does contain a few rudimentary primitives that correspond to basic message-
passing operations; these have been exploited in previous work to model basic
blocking point-to-point and collective operations in simple MPI programs. But
these primitives are inadequate for expressing the complex notions that arise
in MPI nonblocking communication, such as communication requests, posting,
testing, canceling, and waiting on requests, persistent requests, and so on.

For this reason, I have developed Mpi-Spin, an extension to Spin that sup-
ports many commonly-used MPI functions, constants, and types, including those
used for nonblocking point-to-point communication. As an initial experiment, I
have applied Mpi-Spin to the 17 examples (2.17–2.33) in [10] dealing with non-
blocking communication. I successfully verified many correctness properties of
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these examples and in two cases discovered non-trivial faults. The Mpi-Spin
source code and the complete input and output for the experiment can be down-
loaded from http://www.cis.udel.edu/∼siegel.

Mpi-Spin adds to Promela (via macros and Spin’s c_code facility) primitives
that correspond to ones of the same name in MPI, such as MPI_Isend, MPI_Wait,
MPI_Cancel, MPI_Send_init, MPI_Request, MPI_Status, MPI_ANY_SOURCE, and
so on. The syntax matches closely the syntax for the C bindings for MPI, which
greatly simplifies the task of translating a C/MPI program into Promela.

By default, Mpi-Spin checks a number of generic properties that one would
expect to hold in any correct MPI program. These include (1) the program
cannot deadlock, (2) there are never two incomplete requests whose buffers in-
tersect non-trivially, (3) the total number of outstanding requests never exceeds
a specified bound, (4) when MPI_Finalize is called there are no request objects
allocated for and there are no buffered messages destined for the calling process,
and (5) the size of an incoming message is never greater than the size of the
receive buffer. In addition, Mpi-Spin can check application-specific properties
formulated in temporal logic. In the producer-consumer Ex. 2.19, for instance,
Mpi-Spin was used to check that every message produced is eventually con-
sumed.

Mpi-Spin includes some primitives that do not correspond to anything in
MPI, but are very useful for modeling MPI programs. For example, there is a
type MPI_Symbolic (together with a number of operations on that type) that can
be used to represent floating-point expressions symbolically. Previous work [9]
showed how symbolic techniques can be used to verify that a parallel program
computes the same result as a trusted sequential version of the program on any
input. This technique was used to attempt to verify the correctness of the Jacobi
iteration example of [10] (Ex. 2.17; the sequential version is Ex. 2.12).

Ex. 2.17 is also one of the programs for which Mpi-Spin discovered a fault.
The problem occurs when the number n of matrix columns is less than twice the
number of processes p. In this case, on at least one process two send requests
will be posted using the same buffer—the single column of local matrix B. In
all other cases, this program was verified successfully.

Another fault was discovered in Ex. 2.19. In the consumer’s busy-wait loop,
the statement incrementing i is erroneously executed after the call to MPI_Test
sets flag to true and before exiting the loop. This causes the consumer to
consume from and repost to the wrong producer. After correcting this problem,
the program was verified successfully.

Mpi-Spin is under active development, and will soon be extended to support
multiple communicators, all collective operations, and non-standard-mode sends.
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A Source code for [10, Ex. 2.19]: Multiple-producer,
single-consumer

A.1 Original C source code

typedef struct {
char data[MAXSIZE];
int datasize;
MPI_Request req;

} Buffer;
Buffer *buffer;
MPI_Status status;
...
MPI_Comm_rank(comm, &rank);
MPI_Comm_size(comm, &size);
if (rank != size-1) { /* producer code */
buffer = (Buffer *)malloc(sizeof(Buffer));
while(1) { /* main loop */



produce( buffer->data, &bufffer->datasize);
MPI_Send(buffer->data, buffer->datasize, MPI_Char,

size-1, tag, comm);
}

}
else { /* rank == size-1; consumer code */
buffer = (Bufffer *)malloc(sizeof(Buffer)*(size-1));
for (i=0; i< size-1; i++)
MPI_Irecv(buffer[i].data, MAXSIZE, MPI_CHAR, i, tag,

comm, &buffer[i].req);
i = 0;
while(1) { /* main loop */
for (flag=0; !flag; i= (i+1)%(size-1)) {
/* busy-wait for completed receive */
MPI_Test(&(buffer[i].req), &flag, &status);

}
MPI_Get_count(&status, MPI_CHAR, &buffer[i].datasize);
consume(bufer[i].data, buffer[i].datasize);
MPI_Irecv(bufer[i].data, MAXSIZE, MPI_CHAR, i, tag,

comm, &buffer[i].req);
}

}

A.2 Promela model of communication skeleton for MPI-SPIN

#include "mpi-spin.prom"

#if (NPRODUCERS != NPROCS - 1)
#error "Wrong NPRODUCERS"
#endif
#define TAG 0
#define SEND_BUFF NULL
#define RECV_BUFF NULL
#define COUNT 0

active [NPRODUCERS] proctype producer() {
MPI_Request req;

MPI_Init(Pproducer, Pproducer->_pid);
do
:: MPI_Isend(Pproducer, SEND_BUFF, COUNT, MPI_POINT,

NPROCS - 1, TAG, &Pproducer->req);
MPI_Wait(Pproducer, &Pproducer->req, MPI_STATUS_IGNORE)

od;
MPI_Finalize(Pproducer)

}



active proctype consumer() {
MPI_Request req[NPRODUCERS];
byte i = 0;
bit flag;

MPI_Init(Pconsumer, Pconsumer->_pid);
do
:: i < NPRODUCERS ->

d_step {
MPI_Irecv(Pconsumer, RECV_BUFF, COUNT, MPI_POINT,

Pconsumer->i, TAG,
&Pconsumer->req[Pconsumer->i]);

i++
}

:: else -> i = 0; break
od;
do
:: flag = 0;

do
:: !flag ->

atomic {
MPI_Test(Pconsumer, &Pconsumer->req[Pconsumer->i],

flag, MPI_STATUS_IGNORE);
i = (i + 1)%NPRODUCERS

}
:: else -> break
od;
MPI_Irecv(Pconsumer, RECV_BUFF, COUNT, MPI_POINT,

Pconsumer->i, TAG,
&Pconsumer->req[Pconsumer->i]);

od;
MPI_Finalize(Pconsumer);

}

active MPI_PROC


